
GETTING ON A PATH 
TO POSITIVE FUTURE
Growing Climate Solutions is a regional climate resilience initiative 
aimed at building climate awareness, protecting natural assets 
and empowering Southwest Florida residents, business, and 
civic institutions to support and engage on climate solutions 
that advance a healthy, prosperous and resilient community.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIPS
A joint initiative of four of Southwest Florida’s leading philanthropic, 
environmental and educational institutions, Growing Climate Solutions: 
Path to Positive Southwest Florida was established in April of 2019. With 
guidance from EcoAmerica, creators of the proven Path to Positive 
climate engagement model, Growing Climate Solutions will implement a 
comprehensive, community-based, climate-focused outreach to cultivate 
climate literate local leaders, engage citizens and organizations, and 
accelerate measurable collective action across the five-county Southwest 
Florida region.

A NEED TO EDUCATE
A recent survey of Southwest Floridians revealed…
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Beliefs
75% believe climate 
change is happening, 
but only 59% believe 

the effects have 
already begun.

Causality
56% attribute climate

change to both human and
natural causes. However 17% 

attribute it only to natural
causes and only 18% attribute

it to human activities.

Responsibility
91% state that we have 
a moral responsibility to
create a safe and healthy

climate for ourselves
and our children.

Concerns
71% are 

concerned about 
climate change.



From our mangroves to our coastline, Southwest Floridians treasure the natural beauty that 
supports us as we live, work, play, and learn.
Hurricane Irma was a wake-up call, as were the recent outbreaks of red tide and blue-green algae. Businesses, schools, 
recreation, and daily life were all impacted. As a result, a survey was conducted by Conservancy of Southwest Florida and the 
Community Foundation of Collier County to evaluate local interest in working toward solutions that make our communities 
more resilient.  It found overwhelming support for local action and solutions in response to our changing climate.

From this, Growing Climate Solutions: Path to Positive Southwest Florida was launched. We are a collaborative initiative 
focused on engaging the community to build public awareness and support for climate solutions and resilience. 

OUR PRINCIPLES:

WHO WE ARE

OUR MISSION
Growing Climate Solutions: Path to Positive Southwest Florida’s network of local organizations, leaders, and 
citizens is being formed to support the protection of our natural environment, the prosperity and health of our 
community, and the education and empowerment of all community members to engage and support solutions 
in the face of a changing climate and its impacts in Southwest Florida.

Build climate 
awareness 

using proven 
communication, 
education, and 

engagement 
strategies

Protect our 
natural assets 

using strategies 
rooted in an 

understanding of 
how they provide 

resilience

Engage and empower 
community leaders 

to inspire, guide, and 
support decisions 

and local actions that 
will make our region 

resilient 

Ensure a prosperous 
and healthy 

community by 
supporting inclusive 
decision-making and 
equitable solutions 

that create resilience

Increase the 
visibility of local 
climate action 
by celebrating 
successes and 

becoming a 
national role model



ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN 
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA
Natural Systems
In Southwest Florida, our quality of life is directly connected to our beautiful surroundings. Sea level rise will gradually erode 
our beloved beaches and potentially drown protected mangroves. Warming temperatures will cause bird and aquatic species to 
migrate northwards.

We can help prevent the decline of valuable natural assets and protect biodiversity.  Conservation of natural 
resources is not just good for the planet, it ensures Southwest Florida’s appeal to visitors and seasonal residents and 
strengthens an important economic driver of our region. 

Coastal Communities
Our homes, businesses and public assets are at risk. Rising sea levels and inland flooding threaten billions of dollars’ worth of 
Southwest Florida’s property and will overwhelm existing infrastructure, making streets impassable and challenging the water 
management capacity of local and regional utilities.

We need to work to protect our property and other assets that contribute to the local tax base, as public revenue is 
needed to address infrastructure challenges and provide essential services to residents and businesses.

Emergency Management
Extreme weather events, including stronger and wetter hurricanes, prolonged droughts and wildfires, are visible examples of our 
changing climate reality. These events are expected to worsen and become more frequent in the future.

Florida has been a leader in emergency response and preparedness.  Our continued efforts to enhance our culture 
of preparedness among residents of different ages, ethnic backgrounds and incomes will save lives and allow us to 
rebound faster.

Public Health
Air and water quality are expected to decline as temperatures rise.  Warmer temperatures contribute to air pollution and 
increase pollen counts, impacting people with respiratory illnesses. Disease-carrying species, such as mosquitos, may flourish as 
we experience warmer seasonal temperatures.  Heat waves will impact outdoor workers and vulnerable populations — including 
the elderly and young — the most.

We can work together to increase awareness of these impacts and the ways to mitigate them to protect our health.  
Fostering a comprehensive understanding of the human response to changing environmental conditions can modify 
behavior and save lives.

Economic Prosperity
Climate change will likely increase the costs of commodities, including food and energy. Hotter temperatures have decreased 
crop yields and increased the demand for energy to cool homes and businesses. Disaster recovery and rising insurance costs 
reduce disposable incomes, dampening economic growth.

Focusing on climate solutions creates economic opportunities. There has been rapid job growth in the wind and 
solar industries, and in energy efficiency techniques. Investments in “Green Funds” not only perform well, they spur 
innovative technologies. And new technologies, such as those that address carbon sequestration, improve battery 
storage, or facilitate adaptation, will create new high-skilled, high-earning jobs.



JOIN US
Everyone can do something to address climate challenges. Whether you are a leader of a business, faith or 
community organization, or you are simply a concerned citizen, there are steps you can take to get involved 
and advance climate awareness and action in Southwest Florida. We need you on our team!

Individual Stakeholders
There is no such thing as a small action. Every day, individuals make dozens of small decisions that together 
can make a big impact. You can make a difference by:

• Becoming climate literate and sharing your knowledge with family, friends and especially those who remain skeptical or 
may be misinformed. You can also be trained as a Climate Ambassador

• Making sustainable choices every day; driving less; reducing household waste and increasing recycling; investing in energy-
efficient options; and supporting businesses that uphold sustainable practices

• Reducing food waste and meat consumption, and buying local food products
• Attending our events and lectures, and inviting along friends and neighbors
• Sharing Growing Climate Solutions information on your social media channels
• Writing a letter to the editor or your local legislators expressing your concern about climate issues
•  And, most importantly, voting for elected leaders who care about climate vulnerability and resilience 

Working Partners
Our community’s rich mix of mid-size and small businesses, professional organizations, active community 
groups and dynamic civic organizations can join our initiative as Working Partners. Working Partners will 
help get our region on a “path to a positive” future by:

• Sharing climate resilience messages with their employees, members, customers and constituents
• Incorporating and incentivizing sustainable practices such as conversion to electric vehicle fleet cars; installing solar 

arrays; increasing recycling; and developing better emergency management plans
• Sponsoring educational events and activities such as tree plantings, community lectures, compost demonstrations and 

beach clean-ups
• Letting policymakers know climate change and its impacts matter to them

The Leadership Circle
Growing Climate Solutions: Path to Positive Southwest Florida seeks to engage prominent local organizations 
and their leaders to spearhead the path forward on climate solutions in Southwest Florida. Members of the 
Leadership Circle are partners who are eager to help us grow our Path to Positive program across the region by:

• Endorsing and promoting Growing Climate Solutions by adding our branding to theirs and spreading word of their 
commitment to climate action

• Implementing impactful and visible programs and projects, both internally and externally, to demonstrate what is possible
• Participating in our annual meeting and strategy conference calls with other Leadership Circle members

Ana Puszkin-Chevlin, Ph.D., Regional Director
anap@growingclimatesolutions.org  •  239-776-1910  •  www.GrowingClimateSolutions.org

Connect on Facebook @GrowingClimateSolutionsSWFL • Subscribe to Our Newsletter

Growing Climate Solutions is funded by our founding partners and the generosity 
of a local family foundation. Organizations and individuals supportive of our mission 
are asked to consider a philanthropic contribution at the Supporter, Rise Sponsor, 
Sustainability Sponsor or Resiliency Sponsor level. Please contact us to learn more.

Help build a brighter, more prosperous future for all of us who call Southwest Florida home


